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We introduce InteranalyticsTM Interaction Mining suite, a collection of tools that performs the analysis,
summarization and visualization of conversational content. Interaction Mining is an emerging Business
Intelligence (BI) application whose main goal is the discovery and automatic extraction of useful
information from human conversational interactions for analytical purposes. Conversations – interactions
that serve specific purposes and whose participants contribute to the achievement of a shared goal – are
ubiquitous in our real and digital life. Especially on the Internet, people interact in natural language using
several technologies such as social networks, instant messaging, VoIP, discussion forum, or (micro)blogs.
Turning conversational data into meaningful information leads to better business decisions through
appropriate visualization and navigation techniques. InteranalyticsTM leveraged an advanced Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) technology to a BI tool enabling analysts to understand and generate
insights from conversational content in selected business applications such as Speech Analytics, Social
Media monitoring, and Market Research (Pallotta 2010). In order to achieve this, InteranalyticsTM has
tailored a sophisticated (NLU) technology for mining universal facets of digital conversations (Delmonte et
al. 2009). We will demonstrate the main features of the Interaction Mining suite by showcasing two
business applications:
1.

Advanced abstractive summarization for multi-party discussions (e.g. meetings, focus groups,
political debates) that highlights the processes of opinion negotiation and decision-making. The
tool produces high-quality memos and insightful visualization of the participants’ behavior in
terms of their collaborative participation to the discussion (Pallotta et al. 2011).

2.

Contact Centers conversations analysis that enables the implementation of novel practical metrics
for contact center quality management. The tool allows quality managers to assess agents’
performance and predict customer-rating outcomes.

More generally, we will discuss how InteranalyticsTM technology enables a wider spectrum of Business
Intelligence for unstructured and conversational data. More information about InteranalyticsTM can be found
at www.interanalytics.ch.
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